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Little is known about the nature of genetic variation underlying complex diseases in humans. One popular view
proposes that mapping efforts should focus on identification of susceptibility mutations that are relatively old and
at high frequency. It is generally assumed—at least for modeling purposes—that selection against complex disease
mutations is so weak that it can be ignored. In this article, I propose an explicit model for the evolution of complex
disease loci, incorporating mutation, random genetic drift, and the possibility of purifying selection against sus-
ceptibility mutations. I show that, for the most plausible range of mutation rates, neutral susceptibility alleles are
unlikely to be at intermediate frequencies and contribute little to the overall genetic variance for the disease. Instead,
it seems likely that the bulk of genetic variance underlying diseases is due to loci where susceptibility mutations
are mildly deleterious and where there is a high overall mutation rate to the susceptible class. At such loci, the
total frequency of susceptibility mutations may be quite high, but there is likely to be extensive allelic heterogeneity
at many of these loci. I discuss some practical implications of these results for gene mapping efforts.
Introduction
Mapping the genes that contribute to complex dis-
eases—such as diabetes, schizophrenia, and hyperten-
sion—will be a major challenge of the postgenome era
(Risch 2000). Currently, little is known about the nature
of genetic variation underlying complex diseases in hu-
mans, which makes it difficult to be confident about
strategies for this problem. One popular hypothesis pro-
poses that the genetic factors underlying common dis-
eases will be alleles that are themselves quite common
in the population at large (Lander 1996; Chakravarti
1999).
Assumptions about the genetic factors contributing
to complex diseases are important in several ways
(Zwick et al. 2000). Under the “common disease, com-
mon variant” hypothesis, it may be possible to create
a catalogue of common SNPs and to use association
mapping to identify disease-susceptibility mutations
from that list (Risch and Merikangas 1996; Cargill et
al. 1999; Halushka et al. 1999). Susceptibility muta-
tions might also be detected indirectly through linkage
disequilibrium with genotyped markers (Kruglyak
1999). A critical assumption of both association and
linkage-disequilibrium mapping is that there is little al-
lelic heterogeneity within loci. If a gene contains low-
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frequency mutations at many different sites—as is often
the case in Mendelian disorders (Terwilliger and Weiss
1998; Green et al. 1999)—then the power of current
statistical tests of association will be greatly reduced
(Slager et al. 2000).
Assumptions about the likely frequency spectrum of
disease mutations are also critical in modeling linkage
disequilibrium (Kruglyak 1999; Long and Langley
1999; Zo¨llner and von Haeseler 2000). In particular,
there tends to be more linkage disequilibrium around
rare mutations (Kruglyak 1999). This has implications
both for the density of markers that will be needed to
scan a region for associations and for the problem of
designing optimal statistical tests.
In this article, I propose a model for the evolution of
genetic variation underlying a complex disease. This
model is used to predict various properties of suscep-
tibility mutations that will be important for designing
mapping strategies. The model contains various sim-
plifications, and the parameter values are not known
accurately, so the conclusions of the article should be
viewed as qualitatitive. Nonetheless, it seems that the-
oretical models can be a useful guide at this early stage
of the search for complex-disease genes.
The Results section of this article describes three as-
pects of the proposed model. I begin by focusing on the
overall frequency of susceptibility alleles (1) at a single
complex-disease locus and (2) assuming a specific (mul-
tiplicative) model of interactions among loci. I then ex-
amine the properties of the independent mutations that
combine to make up the class of susceptibility alleles at
a locus.
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Models and Assumptions
Unlike Mendelian traits, which are controlled by genes
of large effect and show simple patterns of inheritance
within families, the transmission of complex phenotypes
is governed by multiple factors, and familial patterns of
inheritance are complicated. Phenotypic outcomes may
be determined by a mixture of genetic factors (i.e., var-
iation at multiple loci) plus environmental and stochastic
factors. A defining feature of complex phenotypes is that
no single locus contains alleles that are necessary or suf-
ficient for disease. (For some complex traits, there are
also rare Mendelian forms, but these can be considered
separately from the more common, “complex” forms of
the diseases.)
Before genetic studies of a complex trait are con-
ducted, it is common to estimate the increase in risk
among relatives of an individual affected with the dis-
ease of interest; this gives some indication of the overall
magnitude of genetic effects. Assuming a binary phe-
notype, let K be the population frequency of the disease,
and let be the probability that an r-degree relativeKr
of an affected proband is also affected. Here, I will focus
on the sibling recurrence ratio , defined as , whereL K /Ks s
is the sibling recurrence risk. Ideally, might beK Ls s
estimated using siblings reared apart, so that any in-
creased risk is due to genetic factors alone with no con-
tribution from environmental correlations.
A pair of articles by Risch (1990a, 1990b) describe
multilocus models of inheritance for a complex disease
and show how to calculate on the basis of alleleLs
frequencies and penetrance values at each locus. It is
shown that can be partitioned into single-locus com-Ls
ponents (and possibly higher-order terms), and that the
magnitudes of the single-locus components are critical
in determining the power of affected sib-pair studies.
The models of Risch (1990a) provide a convenient
starting point for the present study. Specifically, I con-
sider a binary trait and assume that the probability that
an individual is affected (i.e., the penetrance) depends
on his or her genotype at L genes. In this model, the
role of nongenetic factors is not considered explicitly
but enters the model implicitly, in the sense that the
penetrance of a given genotype can be thought of as a
weighted average over the possible environmental
states. As shown by Risch (1990a), it is convenient to
assume that penetrance factors are multiplicative across
loci. This corresponds to a class of models with epistasis.
In one subsection of the Results, “Multilocus Models,”
it will be necessary to make specific assumptions about
the penetrance model. There are few relevant biological
data to guide us here, so the choice to use a multipli-
cative model is based largely on simplicity and conven-
ience. It is hoped that the results can nonetheless be
useful in guiding our intuition. The implications of these
particular assumptions are discussed in more detail
below.
In Risch (1990a), as is customary in theoretical work
relating to complex diseases, the allele frequencies at
each of the disease loci are treated as parameters of the
model. The approach that I take here is very differ-
ent—namely, the allele frequencies are treated as ran-
dom, resulting from an evolutionary process including
selection, mutation, and genetic drift. The goal of mod-
eling the evolutionary process is to learn about the un-
derlying allele-frequency distributions.
During construction of the evolutionary model, it is
important to think carefully about the role of natural
selection. Of course, some mutations that increase dis-
ease susceptibility—particularly for diseases that occur
late in life, after reproduction—may experience little or
no selection against them. The model outlined below
will allow for this possibility. However, it is plausible
that even mutations whose primary effect occurs late in
life may also have a weak deleterious effect early in life.
For example, a mutation that predisposes individuals
to Alzheimer disease might also cause subtle changes in
brain function early in life. I will show that even very
small selection coefficients, of the order of , can410
affect the frequency distribution of an allele, even
though an effect of this size would be virtually impos-
sible to measure directly. These considerations suggest
that there may be no simple relationship between the
selection coefficients and the penetrance values for a
given mutation. Here, I model the selection and pene-
trance values as being independent.
In this study, I focus on a model of purifying selection.
It should be noted however, that some loci may be sub-
ject to balancing selection, which has rather different
consequences for allele frequencies. However, evolu-
tionary studies of patterns of genetic variation in hu-
mans and other organisms suggest that balancing se-
lection is relatively infrequent compared with purifying
selection (e.g., Przeworski et al. 2000), except in the
MHC region. I will not consider balancing selection
further here.
Specific Assumptions
First, assume that in the genome there are L genes
that, if mutated, could increase susceptibility to the dis-
ease. For each locus, define two classes of alleles: normal
(N) and susceptibility (S) alleles. The marginal effect of
each S allele is to increase the risk of disease in carriers.
At any given locus, each S allele will have the same effect,
but effect sizes may vary across loci.
In the subsection “Multilocus Models,” it will be nec-
essary to make specific assumptions about the pene-
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trance model. I will assume a model of multiplicative
interactions between loci (Risch 1990a). Specifically, this
means that if we use to designate a diploid genotypexl
at locus l, then the penetrance for a multilocus genotype
can be written as a productx ,x ,x , … ,x1 2 3 L
. Here, is a “penetrance factor” thatY Y Y …Y Yx x x x x1 2 3 L l
corresponds to genotype . I will assume an additivexl
model of gene effects within loci: at each locus l, we
have , where refers to theY p Y  d p Y  2d YSS SN l NN l ..l l l l
penetrance factor for one of the three possible genotypes
at locus l, and is a constant that depends on the locus.dl
It will be assumed that normal alleles mutate to sus-
ceptibility alleles at a rate . In practice, there typicallymS
will be many possible mutations that could impair the
function of a gene. For simplicity, I treat all such mu-
tations at a particular locus as being functionally equiv-
alent, assuming that they lead to alleles that increase
susceptibility by the same amount. Mutation can also
repair susceptibility alleles, either by back mutation to
the original sequence, or by compensatory mutations
that repair function. Let be the rate of mutation frommN
S alleles to N alleles; we might expect that typically
, since there will be many ways to damage genem k mS N
function, but fewer ways to repair any particular damage
(either by an exact back mutation or by compensatory
mutation). In this article, I consider both the overall
frequency of S alleles and the frequencies of independent
mutations to the susceptible class.
To allow for the possibility of selection acting against
susceptibility alleles, it will be assumed that the relative
reproductive rates of individuals who are SS, SN, or NN
at a given locus are 1, , or , respectively1 s 1 2s
( ). It will be assumed that s is constant over time.s  0
This models selection as acting independently at each
locus, at constant strength, and does not consider the
impact of interaction among loci.
To model the frequency spectrum of disease muta-
tions, it is also necessary to specify a demographic model
for human history. Although there is still considerable
uncertainty about suitable models for this, recent data
from a large number of nuclear loci suggest that the
frequency spectrum for human DNA sequence variation
produces an acceptable fit to a model of constant pop-
ulation size (Cargill et al. 1999; Halushka et al. 1999).
There is little evidence at autosomal loci for a systematic
departure from the model of constant population size
(Wall and Przeworski 2000).
Hence, in this study, I assume a model of random
mating in a single population of constant effective size
(i.e., the standard Wright-Fisher model). On the basisNe
of estimates of nucleotide diversity at four-fold degen-
erate sites (Li and Sadler 1991; Cargill et al. 1999) and
of mutation rates (Giannelli et al. 1999; Nachman and
Crowell 2000), the effective population size of humans
( ) is ∼10,000 individuals.Ne
In population genetic modeling, it is conventional to
rescale the mutation and selection parameters by a factor
, because the amount and distribution of genetic var-4Ne
iation depends only on these rescaled parameters, and
it is these scaled parameters that are most easily esti-
mated from polymorphism data (Ewens 1979; Long and
Langley 1999). Thus, results in this article will be pre-
sented in terms of the scaled mutation rates b pS
and and of the selection rate4N m b p 4N m j pe S N e N
. The numerical values of and for typical genes4N s b be S N
are not known precisely, but rough calculations (see be-
low) suggest that likely values for are in the rangebS
0.1–1.0 and perhaps are as high as 5 at some loci. Values
for are likely to be in the range 0.001–0.01. In viewbN
of the uncertainties in the mutation and selection pa-
rameters, results will be shown for a range of plausible
values.
Clearly, the proposed model does not capture all the
intricacies of reality—in part, because our understanding
of the genetics of complex diseases is still in its infancy.
The genetic model is very simple, with only two classes
of alleles and with a very simple model of interactions
between alleles and between loci. I also do not consider
the impact of intralocus recombination or linkage
among loci. I have estimated mutation rates for “typical”
genes, but this is not intended to exclude the possibility
that there will be important outliers. All of the analysis
assumes that the evolutionary process is at equilibrium.
The demographic model of constant population size and
random mating is clearly imperfect, but it appears to
provide an adequate model for the neutral frequency
distribution. In this study, we need to be able to model
the frequency distribution at nearly neutral loci, and so
it will be assumed that this demographic model can sim-
ilarly provide an adequate description for these.
Finally, it is worth discussing the implications of the
assumed genetic model. Although it is often claimed that
mutations for late-onset diseases may be neutral, it is
unclear what sort of model to assume in testing the plau-
sibility of this hypothesis. Here I assume two classes of
alleles, and, because of the assumed asymmetric muta-
tion, it will be shown that the S allele is usually near
fixation. A related model would allow K possible levels
of fitness. Limited experimentation with that model sug-
gests that, in the neutral case, the results are simi-
lar—again, provided that mutation rates are asymmetric.
Another possibility would be to allow each successive
mutation to increase disease susceptibility, without limit.
In the neutral case, this seems biologically implausible.
It implies that the performance of the gene would de-
teriorate steadily because of mutation while incurring no
fitness cost. But a different type of alternative may be
plausible for some loci. It is possible that selection at
some loci has weakened in the recent evolutionary his-
tory of humans, but mutations at these loci still increase
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disease susceptibility. Such a model could lead to neutral
disease mutations at intermediate frequencies.
Methods
Frequency of Susceptibility Alleles
Under the model of additive selection outlined in
“Models and Assumptions,” the stationary probability
distribution, of the overall frequency, p, of suscep-f(p)
tibility alleles in the population is given by Wright’s for-
mula (Wright 1949; Ewens 1979):
(b 1) (b 1) j(1p)S Nf(p) p kp (1 p) e , (1)
where the normalization constant k can be obtained by
numerical integration. (The results of the present study
might be extended to more-complicated models of se-
lection and mutation using a simulation technique de-
veloped by Fearnhead [in press].)
Simulation of Multilocus Model
The results in the section “Multilocus Models” make
use of the following model. The goal is to explore the
properties of a full evolutionary model of a multilocus
disease while recognizing that the model contains a num-
ber of important simplifying assumptions.
Consider a disease with population prevalence K and
sibling recurrence risk , and assume that there are LLs
loci that contribute to susceptibility. Suppose that sus-
ceptibility alleles at locus i increase risk by adding todi
the penetrance. Then the (additive) genetic variance
caused by locus i is (James 1971), where22p (1 p )di i i
is the frequency of susceptibility alleles at locus i. As-pi
suming a multiplicative model of gene interactions (de-
fined above), we have
L L 2p (1 p )di i i(i)L p l p  1 , (2)s s 2[ ]
ip1 ip1 K
where is the contribution of locus i to the recurrence(i)l s
risk (Risch 1990a).
If we specify mutation and selection rates , , andb bN,i S,i
for locus i, then the unconditional density is givenj f(p )i i
by (1). In practice, it seems that all of the underlying
parameters (j, , , and d) will vary across loci, ac-b bS N
cording to the different size, structure, and functional
role of the genes. For this reason, I will assume that the
parameter values at each locus are drawn independently
from a set of underlying distributions.
On the basis of the arguments given previously, we
might expect that will usually lie in the range 0.1–3.0,bS
and in the range 0.001–0.01. Their distributions arebN
unknown, but, for illustrative purposes, I will assume
that the value of is uniformly distributed inln (b )S
[ – ], and the value of is uniformlyln (0.1) ln (3.0) ln (b )N
distributed in [ – ]. These distributionsln (0.001) ln (0.01)
place greater weight on low values: the means are 0.85
and 0.004, respectively. The distribution of j is assumed
to be the following: with probability 0.5, ; oth-j p 0
erwise j is uniformly distributed in 0–20.0. This allows
for a mixture of neutral and mildly deleterious muta-
tions. It will be assumed that the distribution of isdi
proportional to an exponential distribution with mean
, but restricted to the range (0, 0.2). Several differentˆd
values of were used for the examples.ˆd
A Markov chain–Monte Carlo (MCMC) program
was used to simulate from the joint posterior distribution
of , and , given K and L or given , K,p , b , b , j d Li S,i N,i i i s
and L. Details are given in Appendix A.
Simulation of Genealogies with Selection
The results in the section “Frequencies and Ages of
Mutations” were obtained by simulating samples of
1,000 chromosomes, using the ancestral selection graph
(ASG) (Neuhauser and Krone 1997; Przeworski et al.
1999). The ASG is a recent extension of coalescent meth-
ods (Hudson 1990) to accommodate weak selection.
This approach makes it possible to simulate the ancestral
genealogy of a sample of chromosomes, taking into ac-
count the joint effects of mutation, selection, and genetic
drift. Each sample represents an independent realization
from the stochastic evolutionary process, and we can
extract all the data of interest from the ancestral gene-
alogy—in particular, the ages and frequencies of distinct
mutations to the susceptible type. Details are provided
in Appendix B.
Program Availability
The programs used for the computations in this article
are available at my Web page.
Mutation-Rate Estimates
The extent of genetic variation at fourfold degenerate
sites in humans (Li and Sadler 1991; Cargill et al. 1999)
indicates that the value of per nucleotide site is4N me
roughly . Thus, if there were 10 or 100 sites31.0# 10
per gene that could mutate to produce susceptibility loci,
would be 0.01 or 0.1, respectively. The average codingbS
length of genes in humans is ∼1,500 bp (Eyre-Walker
and Keightley 1999). If every nonsynonymous mutation
(∼3/4 of all possible mutations) produced a susceptibility
allele, the average for would be ∼1.1 (and possibly abS
little higher, if we consider noncoding regulatory sites
and length variants). In practice, however, only some
fraction of nonsynonymous mutations—that is, those
that change functionally critical amino acids—will lead
to alleles with measurable phenotypic effects. For ex-
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Figure 1 Examples of the probability distribution of the overall frequency of susceptibility alleles at a locus (from Wright’s formula). In
the upper plot, ; in the lower plot, . Parameter values: (solid lines); (dotted lines); (dashed lines);j p 0 j p 12.0 b p 3.0 b p 1.0 b p 0.1S S S
throughout. Notice that the vertical scale differs by a factor of five between the plots. In the upper plot, virtually all of the probabilityb p 0.01N
mass is on values near 0 or 1 (see table 1).
ample, at the hemophilia B locus, it has been estimated
that the target region for detrimental mutations is 275
nucleotides, out of a total length of 1,362 (Giannelli et
al. 1999). A similar result is suggested indirectly by Eyre-
Walker and Keightley (1999), who, using divergence
data from a number of genes, estimated that, on average,
38% of nonsynonymous mutations in humans are elim-
inated by natural selection. On the basis of these ar-
guments, a plausible estimate for typical values of bS
might be in the range 0.1–1.0.
Direct estimates of the mutation rate for a number
of Mendelian disorders are generally consistent with
this, or slightly higher. For instance, mutation rates per
generation have been estimated for neurofibromatosis
( to , Friedman 1999), spinal4 5mˆ p 1.3# 10 4.3# 10
muscular atrophy ( , Wirth et al. 1997),4mˆ p 1.1# 10
hemophilia B ( , Green et al. 1999), and6mˆ p 7.7# 10
Apert syndrome ( , Tolarova et al.6mˆ p 6.2# 10
1997). Taking , these correspond to scaledN p 10,000e
mutation rates of to 5.1, 4.4, 0.3, and 0.2,4N m p 1.7e
respectively. However, it is not clear that mutation rates
for Mendelian disorders will necessarily be represen-
tative of complex-disease loci. There may also be a pub-
lication bias toward loci with high mutation rates, since
the corresponding diseases will be more common at mu-
tation-selection balance. Nonetheless, in this article, I
present results for in the range 0.1–5.0.bS
A standard argument holds that the repair rate bN
will typically be much smaller than , because therebS
may be many ways to impair the function of a gene,
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Table 1




.001 .01 .1 1.0
A. No Selection
.001 .0046 .0082 .0080 .0046
.01 .0082 .0448 .0729 .0449
.1 .0080 .0729 .3593 .3680
.5 .0058 .0559 .4247 .8950
1.0 .0046 .0449 .3680 .9800
5.0 .0026 .0254 .2309 .9510
10.0 .0019 .0185 .1755 .9043
B. Weak Purifying Selection
(j p 12)
.001 .0017 .0017 .0017 .0017
.01 .0173 .0173 .0173 .0166
.1 .1656 .1656 .1650 .1587
.5 .6332 .6396 .6387 .6242
1.0 .8410 .8912 .8956 .8869
5.0 .0319 .2534 .8241 .9993
10.0 .0049 .0476 .3781 .9859
NOTE.—Probability that a locus is poly-
morphic for susceptibility alleles (i.e., that
the frequency of S lies between .01 and
.99); and give the scaled mutationb bS N
rates to and from the susceptible class of
alleles. Rough calculations suggest that,
for most genes, will be in the rangebS
0.1–5.0, and we can expect that the “re-
pair” rate will typically be ratherbN
smaller: probably of the order of 0.01.
but mutations that repair the damage must be rather
specific. Repair would proceed either by an exact re-
version, or by compensatory mutation at a limited num-
ber of other sites. There is strong support for this qual-
itative argument in model organisms—for instance, in
experiments showing the action of Muller’s ratchet in
highly inbred populations (e.g., Chao 1990) and in var-
ious studies of mutation accumulation. Similarly, a re-
cent study in Caenorhabditis elegans found that com-
pensatory mutations had no measurable effect in
ameliorating the mutation load in mutagenized lines
(Peters and Keightley 2000). However, data estimating
the actual rates of compensatory mutation are sparse.
One exception is a study of reversion to streptomycin
resistance in Escherichia coli, which found that a small
number of nonsilent mutations occurred repeatedly in
24 independent lines, implying a limited number of pos-
sible compensatory mutations—the authors suggest
10–20 (Levin et al. 2000). Since appears to be sub-bN
stantially smaller than , but must be at least as largebS
as the rate of back mutation, an estimate in the range
0.0003–0.01 would seem reasonable for typical values
of . This would correspond to there being 1–30 pos-bN
sible compensatory mutations per gene (each mutation
occurs at 1/3 of the total rate per site), consistent with
Levin et al. (2000).
Results
Overall Frequency of Susceptibility Alleles at a Disease
Locus
At any given locus, the frequency of susceptibility al-
leles is a random quantity resulting from the joint effects
of selection, mutation, and random genetic drift. The
stationary probability distribution, , for the overallf(p)
frequency, p, of susceptibility alleles under the assumed
model is given by equation (1). Examples of plots of this
probability distribution are shown in figure 1. Except at
very high mutation rates, these plots exhibit a charac-
teristic U-shaped distribution, in which much of the
probability density is on p near 0 or 1.
Figure 1A shows distributions of p, in the absence of
selection, for a range of mutation rates. As outlined
above, we might expect that, at most loci, , withb k bS N
typical values for being in the range 0.1–5.0 and forbS
in the range 0.001–0.01. At these mutation rates, thebN
susceptible type is highly unlikely to be at intermediate
frequencies in the absence of selection (see also table
1A). It is much more likely to be near fixation (in which
case, we might describe the N allele as being “protec-
tive,” rather than normal). Only if is quite large (e.g.,bN
0.1) and of the same magnitude as , is there an ap-bS
preciable probability that the susceptible type will be at
intermediate frequencies (table 1A).
Figure 1B illustrates the effect of selection against sus-
ceptibility alleles. Crucially, weak purifying selection
against S alleles can have the effect of greatly increasing
the probability that the susceptible type will be poly-
morphic at any given locus, even when the “repair” rate
is small (see also table 1B). This effect is especiallybN
important when the S allele suffers only a very small
selective disadvantage. For instance, the selection rate
shown in the figure ( ) corresponds to a selectivej p 12
disadvantage for S alleles of ∼ per generation.43# 10
The reason that weak purifying selection increases
polymorphism is that it greatly reduces the probability
that susceptibility alleles will be at or near fixation, but
it is not so strong that it prevents S alleles from reaching
intermediate frequencies. The situation is different when
the susceptibility alleles are very deleterious—as seen at
Mendelian disease loci—in which case, selection domi-
nates the effects of mutation pressure and drift and keeps
S alleles at low frequency.
Contribution to Genetic Variance as a Function of
Allele Frequency
Another way to characterize the frequency distribu-
tion is in terms of contribution to genetic variance for
the trait of interest. In view of the property that the
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Figure 2 Contribution to the additive genetic variance as a function of allele frequency. The plot shows how much of the (expected)
additive genetic variance is due to alleles of a given frequency. The vertical axis is in units of , where d is the marginal increase in penetrance22d
caused by each susceptibility allele. The integral of each curve equals the expected additive genetic variance. The lines are labeled with the
assumed values of j: 0.0, 4.0, 12.0, 20.0, and 30.0; mutation rates are , for all.b p 1.0 b p 0.01S N
distribution of S-allele frequencies tends to be U shaped,
it is natural to ask whether the bulk of the genetic var-
iance is due to a small number of loci where susceptibility
alleles are common or is due to a much larger number
of loci where susceptibility alleles are quite rare. In this
section, I consider the marginal distribution at one locus;
in the next section, I describe results under a full multi-
locus model.
For concreteness, consider a locus at which the mar-
ginal effect of each susceptibility allele is to add d to the
penetrance (see “Models and Assumptions”). Recall that
the genetic variance is given by , where p is22p(1 p)d
the frequency of susceptibility alleles. Integrating over
allele frequencies, the expectation of the additive genetic
variance caused by this locus is
1
22d p(1 p)f(p)dp .
0
If we have a large number of such loci, the contribution
of loci with an allele frequency p to the additive genetic
variance is proportional to .p(1 p)f(p)
Figure 2 shows examples of plots of , forp(1 p)f(p)
plausible mutation rates, and a range of values of the
selection coefficient. With weak purifying selection, most
of the contribution to genetic variance comes from low
or intermediate allele frequencies (e.g., !0.3). In the ab-
sence of selection, medium or high frequencies contrib-
ute much of the genetic variance, but, in this case, the
total expected genetic variance (proportional to the in-
tegrals of these curves) is very low indeed.
The results shown so far suggest a number of features
of the proposed model. First, the great majority of po-
tential disease-susceptibility loci will have essentially no
genetic variation (and contribute little to variance in phe-
notype), unless (1) the S alleles are under weak purifying
selection or (2) the repair rate is surprisingly high. InbN
the presence of purifying selection, loci with high for-
ward mutation rates tend to be more variable andbS
contribute more to genetic variance than do loci with
low . Notice that these predictions depend on the un-bS
derlying population genetic model, but (unlike in the
following section) do not depend much on the specifics
of the penetrance model.
Multilocus Models
So far, I have described the marginal properties of a
single locus under the proposed model. I now present
results from Monte Carlo simulation of the full multil-
ocus model. In brief, the elements of that model are that
L loci interact multiplicatively to produce a penetrance
for the phenotype of interest. The frequency of suscep-
tibility alleles at each locus is a random variable, the
distribution of which depends on the population param-
eters j, , and . The values of these parameters (andb bS N
also of d) are assumed to vary across loci. To model the
variation in parameters across loci, the values at each
locus are assumed to be drawn from some underlying
distributions. These distributions are, of course, un-
known, and so the results presented assume a particular
choice of plausible distributions. The models and as-
sumptions used in this section of the article are less gen-
eral and more speculative than in the other sections of
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Table 2
Expected Values of the Single-Locus Contributions ( ) to Recurrence-Risk Ratio,ls
under the Multilocus Model Described in the Text
MODEL
PARAMETERS








L [i] lip6 s
.05, 5, 5, .10 3.28 1.54 1.05 1.00 1.00 … .99
.05, 10, 20, .10 2.94 1.96 1.43 1.17 1.06 1.04 .96
.05, 10, 100, .10 1.92 1.52 1.34 1.24 1.18 1.85 .05
.01, 10, 5, .02 7.90 1.37 1.04 1.00 1.00 … .98
.01, 10, 20, .02 4.10 1.80 1.29 1.12 1.05 1.03 .75
.01, 10, 50, .02 2.70 1.65 1.36 1.22 1.14 1.50 .20
.01, 10, 70, .02 2.41 1.61 1.35 1.23 1.16 1.46 .05
.001, 10, 5, .005 7.38 1.49 1.04 1.00 1.00 … .81
.001, 10, 20, .005 4.08 1.81 1.30 1.12 1.05 1.02 .23
.001, 50, 20, .005 8.16 3.00 1.72 1.28 1.12 1.08 .45
.0004, 75, 20, .001 8.33 3.47 1.90 1.39 1.17 1.05 .86
.0004, 75, 100, .0005 3.89 2.20 1.75 1.50 1.34 3.09 .60
NOTE.—The values of are ordered by size; for instance, the column gives[i] [1]l ls s
the expected value of at the locus that makes the largest contribution to . Thel Ls s
column gives the expected value of the product of the smallest values[i] l L 5s
of . gives the probability that in unconditional simulations with these pa-l F(L )s s
rameter values, the sibling recurrence-risk ratio is less than the assumed . Param-Ls
eters: K, disease prevalence; , sibling recurrence-risk ratio; L, number of loci; ,ˆL ds
shape parameter for the distribution of allele effect sizes (approximately the mean
of d). The products of the row values do not equal because the are arithmetic[i]L ls s
means.
this article. As such, the results should be treated as
exploratory.
Table 2 shows expected values of for the majorl s
disease loci under a range of disease scenarios. Values
of are important determinants of the power of affectedl s
sib-pair studies (Risch 1990b). It is interesting that for
many of the parameter sets shown here, a single locus
is responsible for much of the total recurrence risk .Ls
In such situations, it would be relatively easy to map the
major locus using affected sib pairs, suggesting that these
parameter sets may not be representative of most com-
plex diseases, where experience shows that high LOD
scores are unusual.
In contrast, in those cases where L is large (and also
if is quite small compared to K), the distribution ofˆd
is flatter. The parameter values used for the last twol s
lines of table 2 are loosely based on a study of autism
(Risch et al. 1999). That article described a genome
screen of autistic sib pairs in which there were no strong
linkage results, and most of the genome was excluded
from containing loci with . The authors arguedl  3.0s
that in view of the high heritability of autism ( ),L ≈ 75s
this must indicate a large number of genes of modest
effect. Assuming a multiplicative model with L loci with
equal values of , they calculated that there must bel s
∼15 genes or more. But the results here suggest that the
distribution of is likely to be quite skewed, and so al s
model with as few as 20 loci does not fit their findings
very well. A model with 100 loci (and correspondingly
smaller ) fits rather better. In this case, the expectedˆd
for the top 15 loci is 3.89–1.04, whereas the remain-l s
der of the loci make virtually no contribution to the
population risk.
Figure 3 plots the allele frequency distributions at the
top five loci under two of the models from table 2. In
both cases, the allele frequencies at loci that contribute
substantially to are shifted away from the null dis-Ls
tribution and toward intermediate frequencies.
Finally, table 3 shows the expected values of the var-
ious parameters under three different disease scenarios.
Notice that the loci with large values of have highl s
average values of j, , and (usually) d, compared withbS
loci that have low values of and with the uncondi-l s
tional distributions. This observation reflects the prop-
erty, described above, that loci with purifying selection
and high mutation rates are more likely to be genetically
variable and, hence, contribute more to variance in dis-
ease susceptibility. Recall that d and j were modeled as
independent. In practice, we might expect them to be
positively correlated, which should have the effect of
strengthening this result.
It should be noted that the strongly skewed distri-
butions of may be due, in part, to the choice of al s
multiplicative model of gene interactions. In this model,
it is very easy for one locus or a few loci to contribute
most of L (purely because the are multiplied to pro-l s
duce L). Other models of gene interaction—for instance,
models with heterogeneity—may lead to less skewed dis-
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Figure 3 Probability distributions of the overall frequency of susceptibility alleles at each locus, under the multilocus model described in
the text. In each plot, the solid line labeled “0” shows the unconditional distribution of allele frequencies. The lines labeled “1”,…,“5” show
the frequency distributions at the five loci that contribute the most to the sibling recurrence risk: that is, line “i” gives the frequency distribution
at the locus with the ith largest value of . Parameters: (top) , , , and ; (bottom) , ,ˆl K p 0.01 L p 10.0 L p 5 d p .02 K p 0.0004 L p 75.0s s s
, and .ˆL p 100 d p .0005
tributions of . These are technically more difficult tol s
analyze, but this analysis will probably be a useful task
for the future. The other results from this section are
similar to those obtained under the single-locus model
above, and so it seems likely that they will be robust to
changes in the model of gene interactions.
Frequencies and Ages of Mutations
So far, I have considered the total frequency of sus-
ceptibility alleles. This frequency might include contri-
butions from several independent mutations. For asso-
ciation or linkage-disequilibrium mapping, it is most
important to know about the frequencies and ages of
individual mutations within the susceptible class, since
each new mutation (usually) occurs on a different hap-
lotype background. If there are multiple mutations, no
single haplotype will be strongly associated with the dis-
ease. In the context of models such as that of Risch and
Merikangas (1996), this reduces the genotypic risk fac-
tor associated with any particular mutation, thus low-
ering the power of standard tests of association (e.g.,
Spielman et al. 1993).
To study the frequencies of individual mutations, I
have conducted simulations of the evolutionary process
at a disease locus, incorporating mutation, selection, and
drift (see Methods). Table 4 shows a summary of results
for three different mutation rates to the susceptible type.
At a low mutation rate ( ), it is usually the caseb p 0.1S
that most S alleles are descended from a single disease
mutation (see “Fraction” in table 4). However, when the
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Table 3
Expected Values of Key Parameters (Selection, j; Mutation, ;b ,bS N
and Allele-Effect Size, d) under a Range of Disease Scenarios,






1 2 3 4 5 20
.01,10,5:
j¯ 11.1 10.7 6.75 2.95 1.32 …
b¯S 1.30 1.00 .85 .86 .91 …
b¯N .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 …
d¯ .067 .018 .013 .013 .013 …
.01,10,20:
j¯ 11.5 11.9 12.0 11.9 11.3 1.04
b¯S 1.25 1.16 1.08 1.00 .91 .93
b¯N .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 .004
d¯ .048 .029 .019 .014 .012 .016
.001,10,5:
j¯ 12.3 8.73 3.93 1.66 1.08 …
b¯S 1.01 .81 .82 .90 .92 …
b¯N .004 .004 .005 .005 .004 …






NOTE.—The data in the table give the expected values for each
parameter, ordered by . That is, the column of data marked “i”[i]ls
gives the expected values of j, etc., at the locus with the ith largest
value of . Notice that the loci that make the largest contributionls
tend to have stronger selection and higher mutation rates to suscep-
tibility alleles than average. The “unconditional” results show the ex-
pectations of the parameters under the assumed prior distributions
(see Methods and Appendix). was 0.02 in all four examples.ˆd
mutation rate is high ( ), it is unlikely that anyb p 5.0S
particular mutation is at high frequency within the sus-
ceptible class, making association mapping much more
difficult. This result does not depend strongly on the
overall frequency of S alleles, on the repair rate (re-bN
sults not shown), or on the presence or absence of weak
selection (see the results of Slatkin and Rannala [1997],
who used a similar mutation model).
Note that, in Mendelian disorders, strong selection
ensures that no single mutation reaches high frequencies,
with the effect that the susceptible class is usually made
up of many distinct mutations, all at low frequency (Slat-
kin and Rannala 1997) as is seen in practice (e.g., Green
et al. 1999).
Table 4 also shows the ages of mutations and the
average length of haplotype that is shared between two
chromosomes carrying the most common mutation. The
length of shared haplotype (and, hence, the region in
which association tests are potentially powerful) in-
creases substantially when the overall frequency of S
alleles is low. The length of shared haplotype is also
larger when there is weak selection than in the neutral
case (since the mutations tend to be younger).
It is interesting to consider the results from this section
in light of those from the previous sections. In particular,
susceptibility loci with large values of —that is, thel s
loci that we have the best chance of finding by linkage
methods—can be expected to have relatively high mu-
tation rates ( ), perhaps of the order of 1.0, and arebS
probably at low-to-intermediate frequencies. High mu-
tation rates are unfortunate from the point of view of
linkage-disequilibrium mapping, because they imply that
there will often be significant allelic heterogeneity. How-
ever, table 4 does imply that we might expect relatively
large regions of identical-by-descent (IBD) sharing
around disease mutations. For instance, this might often
be of the order of 0.1 cM (∼100 kb, on average).
Discussion
This study models the genetic variation at disease-sus-
ceptibility loci, taking into account the evolutionary pro-
cesses, including mutation, genetic drift, and the possi-
bility of selection. The values of the parameters
underlying the proposed model—particularly the mu-
tation rates to and from the susceptible type—are not
well characterized; however, it is possible to estimate
likely values.
On the basis of this model, I have examined several
issues of practical importance for gene mapping. The
first of these is the overall frequency of susceptibility
mutations. If we assume a neutral model, then, for the
most plausible mutation rates, the probability that sus-
ceptibility alleles are at intermediate frequencies at any
given locus is rather low. This is because the mutation
rate is expected, on biological grounds, to be muchbS
higher than the repair rate . Hence, in the absence ofbN
selection, S alleles will be near fixation at most suscep-
tibility loci. Loci that are fixed for S alleles contribute
to genetic risk, but, because they are not variable, they
do not contribute to differences among individuals and
cannot be mapped by conventional methods. Mutations
with exclusively late-onset effects could fall into this
category. By contrast, loci at which there is weak pu-
rifying selection against susceptibility alleles are much
more likely to be variable, because selection makes it
improbable that S alleles reach high frequency.
Another way to look at this is in terms of the expected
contribution that a susceptibility locus makes to the
genetic variance underlying a trait. Unless the repair rate
is very high, neutral loci contribute very little to thebN
genetic variance. We can expect that, in practice, the
mutation rate and strength of selection will vary across
loci. Although the joint distribution of these is not
known, the results presented here indicate that loci with
large values of and weak purifying selection will tendbS
to contribute disproportionately to the genetic variance.
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Table 4
Properties of the Most Common Susceptibility Mutation, as a Function of the















1%–5% .94 70 .23 .94 37 .28
5%–10% .94 156 .08 .94 74 .11
10%–20% .94 244 .04 .94 103 .07
20%–50% .95 403 .02 .94 150 .04
1.0:
1%–5% .64 52 .27 .64 33 .33
5%–10% .65 110 .12 .65 61 .14
10%–20% .66 164 .06 .65 91 .08
20%–50% .70 288 .03 .67 136 .05
5.0:
1%–5% … … … .32 24 .48
5%–10% … … … .33 38 .25
10%–20% .31 66 .13 .34 56 .14
20%–50% .42 169 .04 .36 84 .08
NOTE.—Results are binned according to the overall frequency of S alleles. “Fraction”
is the average frequency of the most common mutation among all S alleles; “Age” is the
average age of the most-common mutation ( and generation time p 20N p 10,000e
years); “IBD” gives the average length (in cM) that is shared between two chromosomes
carrying the most common mutation. Two rows are left blank because these frequencies
of S alleles occurred too rarely in simulations to allow accurate estimates. Parameter
values: for all; left column: ; right column: (upper two blocks),b p 0.01 j p 0 j p 12N
(lower block). Results include only those realizations in which the sample MRCAj p 20
is of type N.
Even very weak selection (of the order of per gen-410
eration) has a significant purifying effect. These results
are predicted both from the (relatively simple) single-
locus model presented and from the full multilocus
model.
I have also modeled the number of distinct mutations
that contribute to the susceptible class at any given locus
(i.e., allelic heterogeneity). The predicted range of mu-
tation rates ( ) covers a critical region. At loci wherebS
is low, the susceptible class will usually be dominatedbS
by a single major mutation. But if is in the upper endbS
of the predicted range, then it is unlikely that any single
mutation will constitute a large fraction of the suscep-
tible class. In this case, association mapping is not very
powerful (Slager et al. 2000). As noted above, loci with
high mutation rates contribute disproportionately to the
genetic variance and to , and these are the loci thatLs
will most easily be mapped by linkage methods. Hence,
allelic heterogeneity is likely to pose a severe challenge
for fine mapping.
The title of this article asks whether rare variants are
responsible for susceptibility to complex diseases (the
reverse of the “common disease–common variant” hy-
pothesis). From the results shown here, there are dif-
ferent answers to this, depending on what exactly is
meant by the question. If we select a random suscep-
tibility locus, S alleles are quite likely to be at a fre-
quency near 0 or 1 (fig. 1). But for any given disease,
the loci that contribute substantially to the genetic var-
iance, or to , are more polymorphic than random loci.Ls
At such loci, the frequency of susceptibility alleles
ranges from rare (e.g., 1%) to quite common (e.g., 50%)
for most of the parameter values shown in figures 2 and
3. What about the frequencies of the individual variants
(i.e., distinct mutations to the S class)? The loci with
the largest values of are likely to have high mutationl s
rates; results shown in table 4 suggest that at such loci,
the most common variant has an expected frequency of
about half the total frequency of S alleles.
In summary, the findings have a number of implica-
tions for gene mapping:
(1) Many loci that are good biological candidates for
contributing to a particular disease will not be poly-
morphic for susceptibility alleles, simply as a result of
the randomness of the evolutionary processes (table 1).
(2) It is critical to develop statistical methods for testing
for association that are powerful in the presence of allelic
heterogeneity. Instead of testing for association at just
one or a few SNPs at a time, these might proceed by
identifying sets of haplotypes that appear with high fre-
quencies in affected individuals.
(3) The results suggest that most susceptibility mutations
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that are polymorphic will be mildly deleterious. If this
is the case, then susceptibility mutations will usually be
at sites that are selectively constrained and will therefore
have low rates of evolutionary divergence between spe-
cies. Thus, sequence comparisons between species
should be a useful tool for interpretation of genetic var-
iation in putative disease genes and for identification of
functional sites.
(4) In addition to allelic heterogeneity, power calcula-
tions on the efficiency of linkage-disequilibrium mapping
(e.g., Kruglyak 1999) need to consider mutations at low
frequency and to incorporate weak selection. Both of
these effects substantially increase the extent of haplo-
type sharing around a disease mutation. Empirical stud-
ies of the extent of linkage disequilibrium (e.g., Taillon-
Miller et al. 2000) should pay particular attention to the
properties of low-frequency SNPs.
(5) The results obtained here provide mixed support for
the contention that association mapping will be more
powerful than family-based methods for finding com-
plex-disease genes (Risch and Merikangas 1996). The
advantage of association mapping, compared with link-
age methods, is particularly large when the susceptibility
allele is rare (Risch and Merikangas 1996); it is also
encouraging for the linkage-disequilibrium approach
that regions of haplotype sharing are predicted to be
rather large. However, allelic heterogeneity will consid-
erably reduce the power of association methods (but not
of family-based methods) until appropriate statistical
techniques are developed.
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The MCMC algorithm used for the section “Multil-
ocus Models” was as follows. The version that condi-
tions on is described as “conditional.” For back-Ls
ground on MCMC methods, see Gilks et al. (1996).
For each locus i, arbitrary initial values of , ,b bS,i N,i
and were chosen (e.g., by making independent drawsji
from the priors). The and were also chosen randomlyd pi i
in the unconditional case, but, in the conditional case,
they were chosen in such a way as to produce the correct
value of (eq. 2). The following steps were thenLs
iterated.
1. For each i, proposal values of , , and were′ ′ ′b b jS,i N,i i
simulated from their respective prior distributions. The
new values were accepted with probability
′ ′ ′f(p ;b ,b ,j )i S,i N,i imin 1, , (A1)[ ]f(p ;b ,b ,j )i S,i N,i i
where is given by (1). Otherwise, the old values weref(p)
retained. In practice, each of , , and j were usuallyb bS N
updated in separate Metropolis-Hastings steps.
2a. (Not conditional on .) For each locus i, a newLs
value of was simulated from the assumed prior dis-di
tribution and was accepted with probability 1. One of
two proposal densities was used to update . With somepi
probability (e.g., 0.5), was Uniform(0,1), in which′pi
case it was accepted with probability
′f(p ;b ,b ,j )i S,i N,i imin 1, .[ ]f(p ;b ,b ,j )i S,i N,i i
Otherwise, was Beta( ), in which case it was′p b ,bi S,i N,i
accepted with probability
′j (pp )i i imin [1, e ] .
2b. (Conditional on .) We need to construct movesLs
that update the and without changing . This wasp d Li i s
done by updating one and one simultaneouslyp di j
(where i and j denote loci, and i may equal j). The pro-
posal was chosen from one of the two proposal dis-′pi
tributions used in (2a), and then was chosen so that′dj
remained unchanged. When this was being done, ′L ds j
might be outside the allowed range of d, in which case
both and were rejected. Otherwise, and were′ ′ ′ ′p d p di j i j
accepted with probabilities given by
′ ′ ′ ′f(p ;b ,b ,j ) Pr (d )i S,i N,i i jmin 1,[ ]f(p ;b ,b ,j ) Pr (d )i S,i N,i i j
and
′Pr (d )′ jj (pp )i i imin 1, e[ ]Pr (d )j
for the Uniform and Beta proposals, respectively, where
refers to the probability under the assumed priorPr (d )j
distribution.
Data were collected by sampling values of , , etc.,p di i
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from the Markov chain, after some suitable dememor-
ization period. In evaluating equation (A1), it is neces-
sary to compute the normalizing constant for Wright’s
formula. When , this must be done by numericalj ( 0
integration. My approach here was to use MATHE-
MATICA to compute a table of values of the normalizing
constant (for a range of values of , , and j). I thenb bS N
used numerical interpolation to approximate the nor-
malizing constants for each proposal.
For some values of the mutation and selection rates,
the probability density for p (eq. 1) is very sharply spiked
near 0 and 1. This means that some care must be taken
in choosing the proposal distribution for ; otherwise,pi
the Markov chain may fail to visit these regions. The
choice of proposals used here (a mixture of a Beta and
a Uniform) seems to allow fairly good mixing; in con-
trast, a Uniform proposal used alone performs extremely
poorly.
I have performed several tests of the performance of
the MCMC code. Convergence appears to be fairly
rapid, and independent runs produce no indication of
multimodality. The distribution of (in the uncondi-pi
tional case) matches the target distribution (eq. 1) when
the population parameters are fixed. However, two lines
of evidence suggest that the performance is not ideal.
First, in the unconditional case, the posterior distribution
of all the parameters should match their priors. The first
implementation of the program performed rather badly
in this respect, but adjusting the algorithm (primarily the
proposals for ) has largely fixed this problem (the pos-pi
terior mean for j is still a bit high: ∼5.7 instead of 5.0).
Second—again, in the unconditional case—we can rec-
ord the parameter values whenever the overall is nearLs
some specified value. Running the conditional version
of the Markov chain at this produces closely similar,Ls
but not identical, results. These small discrepancies are
probably due to a combination of inaccuracy in the nor-
malizing constants and the difficulty of exploring the
very spiked density for p.
Appendix B
Ancestral Selection Graph
The ancestral selection graph simulations were run
backwards in time and were stopped either when the
ultimate ancestor was reached or when a large amount
of coalescent time had passed. In both cases, the geno-
types (N or S) at the point where the process was stopped
were drawn from the joint stationary distribution given
by Wright’s formula. The stopping time was chosen so
that the probability of it being shorter than the most
recent common ancestor (MRCA) time was miniscule
(and this event never occurred during the simulations
presented here). The simulations assumed genic selec-
tion, in which—moving backward in time—each lineage
branches into two, at the rate of . The mutation ratesj/2
to N and to S (moving forward in time) were andb /2N
, per lineage, respectively. The mutation rates withinb /2S
allelic classes (i.e., , and ) were zero. In orderS r S N r N
to simplify the presentation, the results include only
those realizations for which the MRCA of the sample is
of type N.
The ages of mutations were converted from coalescent
time to years by multiplying by , where the gen-2gNe
eration time g was taken as 20 years and was takenNe
as . The expected size of region shared IBD, in10,000
cM, between pairs of chromosomes in each replicate
simulation was estimated by computing ,¯100/(2tN )e
where is the mean coalescent time for pairs of chro-t¯
mosomes carrying the most common disease mutation.
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